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A Bad Sign For the Internet or Just an Over Exaggerated Issue?

By Derek Perez
Throughout 2017 and into 2018, we have had many experiences with the internet but, Net Neutrality’s rule repealing is
something most of us cannot put our finger on to determine
if it is good or bad. First, what is Net Neutrality? Net neutrality
is a set of rules for broadband providers to follow so we can
have free reign over the internet. The reason for the amount
of controversy is because of how many of us use the internet
every day. Imagine if we had less of that freedom and were
divided into groups like “slow lanes” and “fast lanes?” Those in
slow lanes would obviously give slow connections and vise
versa for fast lanes. It is still being decided whether it should
be repealed or not, but one thing we all know, is that it will
have a huge effect on the internet and the regular citizen. It removes the 3 things net neutrality was keeping out which were
blocking, throttling, and paid prioritization. In other words, it
is the rules that keep our freedom of the internet in check. But,
what could these rules mean?
This has led on to be a huge situation even though it has shown
not to be on the largest scale. Regardless, this is a battle to
fight and many fear what will come next as it has already been
a whole year. Now, with paid prioritization this means that
companies like verizon and T&T can bill customers on features
that could normally come free, adding more money to pay and
more stress for their customers. What this also means is
that this is bad news for schools, as some of the main ways of
research is through the web and videos. However, if Net Neutrality comes to an end it could become much harder, or more
expensive for the students and teachers. One piece of evidence
can support this in the form is from a website called Wired: Fcc
plan to kill net neutrality could hurt students. Without strong
protection, broadband providers would divide content into
so-called “fast lanes” and “slow lanes,” and charge either consumers or content providers extra fees to break out of the
“slow lanes.” This could make video conferencing, streaming
lecture videos, or more experimental forms of long distance
learning less accessible. Mr. Cunningham, the Coding teacher
at Roy W. Brown, said “Ajit Pai is the head of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). Officially, he wants to repeal
net neutrality because he feels that rules stop Internet Service
Providers from being able to do and charge what they want
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for services. It should be noted that he used to be a lawyer for
Verizon, an internet service provider that stands to make more
money from a repeal of the rules.”
Mr. Pai simply wants the service providers to charge what they
want for services because he possibly wants them to receive
the money for their families if they work for minimum wage.
As he worked as a lawyer for Verizon, one of the best known
companies in the U.S, that may very well be the key reason why
he wants Net Neutrality rules repealed.
On the subject of what others think of Net Neutrality rules being repealed, many seem either enraged by it or do not have
any care of it whatsoever. In general, because they fear the internet may not be so open to the public, as they will have to
pay more to service providers instead of having all access to
the internet the second they open a browser. “From news reports, I see that there are many US citizens who are unhappy
about the repeal and the way it happened. If people see a major shift in how they pay their internet bills or if they start having limited access to the internet, I think they will be angry,“
said Mr. Cunningham.
In all honesty, there are many mixed emotions about Net neutrality. The Daily Wire states “FCC also has the power to “partially regulate the capital investment of existing companies” and
determine “which companies (if any) can enter the ISP market,”
per Tuttle. In total, the Internet being under Title II’s jurisdiction puts “nearly $1 trillion of GDP and 2.5 million jobs under a
new regulatory regime,” according to the American Action Forum. And what the FCC constitutes as “abuse” can be changed
at any moment.What this means is that Title II entrenches the
FCC’s tentacles into the ISP market and controls it with an iron
fist.” This shows that some others seem to dislike Net Neutrality
more than others in showing how the FCC (federal communications commission) are able to do and the power they hold.
It is good to notice that Ajit Pai is chairman of the FCC so the
government does not actually sit by and watch; they are leading the way on repealing net neutrality rules. Net neutrality defines how we’ve used the internet for the past two decades. It
is a series of rules that keeps the internet at a level playing field
for all, including the biggest and smallest users like the normal
people you see everyday, snapchat kids, instagram kids, etc.
to the large companies to individuals. I in wholehearted honesty, would keep its rules, it may not be up to me, as a community though, we can make a difference and stop Net Neutrality
rule repealing.

Community Service For NJHS
By Amiri Rivera
As an applying student or a current member of NJHS, you need community service hours. There are many ways to help out the
community during this time of year. Here are a few ways you can help out, while getting hours.
•
Food Pantries are really looking for help, even after Christmas. They still need food for the less fortunate.
•
Shoveling people’s snow for no charge is a great way to collect community service. It is up to you if want to give up the
cash for the hours or not.
•
Peer Tutoring takes place in room 208 and gives you a beneficial and reliable way to always find service hours.
•
Visit St. John’s along Washington Street. They always have places that offer community service.
•
Teachers are always looking for help around the class. If somebody needs help, then you just found yourself some hours.
•
Bears Club meets on Thursdays; they do great work. You should check them out for some hours.
•
The Library offers hours for organizing books and cleaning. Check at the young adult desk for the papers.
“Community Service is a great way to give back to the community and helps you feel closer to the people of Bergenfield,” says
one NJHS member.

Sports can be fun but we have to remember to stay safe!
Sports Safety By Joseph Alvarez
Mr. Manning, a physical education teacher at RWB, said, “When wrestling, make sure you are
always under control. For example, if you pick up your opponent you are not allowed to drop
them. You must safely return them to the mat.” Mr. Manning said, “I feel wrestling is one of the
safest sports.
“You have two people weighing in at similar weights wrestling each other on a mat with an
official right next to them. The official is there to stop the wrestlers if they feel anyone is in an
unsafe position,” Mr. Manning went on to say.
Injuries are common in sports. Mr. Manning explained that, “The most common injuries I see usually pertain to the fingers. You see kids who have jammed or had their fingers bent back.” Some
common finger injuries are knuckle fractures, rupture of the thumb ligament, finger sprain, and
mallet finger. A knuckle fracture is when your knuckle collides with a hard object. Knuckle fractures and other finger injuries are treated with conservative treatment and pain medications.
The Nurse said, “Sports Injuries occur frequently in gym because people this age want to win so
badly that they risk getting hurt. The injuries are accidental. They lose track of precaution in all of
the excitement of winning. The injuries look major but are minor they should just remain calm.”

Video Game Review: Fortnite
By Amiri Rivera
I asked three people what their opinion on Fortnite was and these are the results. I picked a non-player, a casual player and a hardcore player.
What do you think makes Fortnite a good game?
NP- “It looks like the graphic and visuals are cool and it has smooth animation
from what I can see.”
CP- ”Yeah, Fortnite is super fun. I like to hit people with my pickaxe.”
HCP- It’s a good battle royale game with a cool building aspect that really
makes it the popular game that it is.
Are single player games becoming less relevant? Most people can agree that
playing games like Fortnite, Overwatch and GTA Online are better with friends.
A lot of people, like myself, mostly game just to hang out with friends. But I
have enjoyed many single player games. I have loved Breath of The Wild, Fallout 4 and The Last of Us. Games where the company you have are all coded
out. These games have won awards and attracted the attention of thousands
but will single player games start to die out? With advances in gaming and
internet connection gaming companies like EA are starting to cut off single
player games.
Everybody loves the feeling of beating your friends in a private match or finally having your team place #1. The feeling is the same for
finally completing a game or a few missions. Games such as GTA Five have included both and you can see how well that worked for them with
2,079,480,000 in sales. At the moment AAA single games are starting to fall behind but the future will tell what will be of the classics.
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RWB’s Club Benefits
Are RWB’s after-school
clubs meeting students’
needs?

by Carlin Verano
Some Roy W. Brown 6th graders have trouble finding an afterschool club that they’d like to join. Although our middle school
features a variety of fun groups, certain kids are still not satisfied with the activities and lessons that they could learn.
This school year, our middle school allows us to choose clubs
such as the Art Club, the Newspaper Club, the Coding Club,
and the Bears Club. As great and exciting as these groups are,
many students have interests that are not included at RWB. For
example, many RWB students like the idea of a baking club,
and lots of us would also enjoy going to a club that taught
graphic design or just designing in general, like for brand icons
or advertisements or even t-shirts. These students might not
be able to connect with the current clubs, and therefore not
join in at all!
Emma Gill is a 6th grader at Roy W. Brown. Emma is not in an
after-school club. According to her, she did not join a club because she did not have time, as she is almost always occupied
and busy at home. However, Emma says that she would join a
club if she could, and she also agrees that having a wide selection of after-school activities is a good idea. “We should add
new clubs,” Emma says, “because more people can join clubs
that suit them.” Emma carries on to say that clubs can help
students be more social and learn things that they would not
learn in the actual school curriculum. But do we have the resources for these new clubs?
Though not joining a club might not seem like such a big deal,
doing so actually has an effect on students that could possibly
change their lives. Clubs can expand students’ imaginations
and creativity. These after-school activities give kids a taste of
learning outside of their normal subjects like Math, Science, or
Social Studies. 6th grader Caleb Garcia is in the Multicultural
Club. Caleb thinks that people already in clubs can agree that
new ones should be added. He says, “I feel like they kind of
agree because the clubs they are in could’ve been better.”
Not only that, many clubs help us learn about the outside
world. For example, the Multicultural Club teaches us about
other cultures and different types of people, while the Coding
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Club can teach us about how people code and make games.
Like those two clubs, most of the others have their own lessons
and activities. The Chess Club teaches strategy and, of course,
chess. The Bears Club teaches us to love and care for the environment. The Newspaper Club teaches students about journalism as well as writing articles. This way, students will know
their talents and have ideas about what they might want to
do in the future. Caleb says, “Clubs are important for students
to learn and experience things that happen around the world.”
Students not in clubs do not have these advantages.
According to ny.gearup.org, clubs develop real-world skills,
time management skills, self-confidence, and stress relief.
Clubs also bring people together, help you make new friends,
and help you work better together in a group. All these skills
are helpful when students are “released” into the world.
Kumon, a math tuition center, thinks the same way. According
to their website, after-school activities exercise time-management, prioritizing, setting goals, and academics. Their article
even says that these activities will “look great on college applications.” Most colleges look at what activities students are involved in outside of school as a way to understand the student
better. Plus, even if these important life skills aren’t taught at
more fun and experimental clubs, you learn to explore your creativity as well as take risks, and work with others. After-school
activities help you learn many things, whether it’s a more “chill”
club or a club that exercises your brain!
Another website, www.bently.edu, supports the idea that joining a club helps a student in many ways. This source says that
student organizations help students learn more about themselves as well as develop soft skills. According to them, student
organizations present opportunities to learn more about yourself, your interests, and your strengths. As well, Bentley says that
“You can also find out what you’re good at, whether that’s multitasking, staying organized, generating ideas, or serving others. This self-awareness will be beneficial in your future career.”
Their website also states that “soft skills” are essentially people
skills that allow students to effectively interact with others, like
communication, attitude, and work ethic. Other than helping
you learn these skills, after-school activities exercise those you

already have.
Joining a club, as you can tell, has many important, life-changing benefits. Shouldn’t
all students be able to gain these skills? “We
should add more clubs,” Emma says, “just in
case some people have different interests.”
Like Emma said, there is a possibility that
more people will be able to join clubs if they
like them.
Some popular suggestions from students
are a Baking Club, a Sports Club, an Entrepreneurship Club, and even a Crafting Club.
Jassica Pan is a 6th grader who is in the Multicultural and Art Club. She thinks that Roy
W Brown needs a Crafting Club. “We have
Art Club, but we just learn about Art there.
At a Crafting Club, we could do fun activities
and learn how to build cool things.” Jassica
goes on to say that a Crafting Club could
help students work together and learn how
to build something out of nothing. As well
as a Crafting Club, many athletic students
love the idea of a Sports Club. Caleb said
that adding a sports club would be interesting. He said that the club should be about
learning about unusual sports all across the
world. Learning about other sports can help
us learn about different people and their
lives. A Baking Club can help students as
much as any other club. For one, some students might join that club and realize they
have a talent in baking and creating something. An after-school activity like that can
also help students follow specific instructions, as well as learn to take risks with some
ingredients and also learn that hard work
results in something beautiful, or rather delicious, in this case.
Many students are content with our current
clubs. These students have already found a
club that appeals to their interests. Jassica
Pan says that even though she would like
to have a Crafting Club, it is not necessary.
“We already have so many different kinds of
activities and things to do,” she says, “plus,
you never know if you’re good at something
until you try it.”
Clubs can play a big part in a student’s life.
A bigger variety of clubs can expand a student’s set of skills, confidence, and ability
to work with others. The right after-school
activity could get you a long way. For these
reasons, many students believe that more
clubs should be added to those that exist.

Advice Letters
Advice Columnist, Selma Abdalkadar
Dear Selma,
I have low self confidence and even when I know I can work harder I’m too scared
of what people are gonna think of me.
Sincerely, Low Confidence
Dear Low Confidence,
We all sometimes have low confidence, but the best way to get out of it is to do
something fun with friends or family. You really shouldn’t care about what people
might say about you. It’s none of their business. Just come to school happy with
nothing to care about. And if anyone bothers you, tell them you don’t want to hear
it. Just don’t care. It doesn’t matter about what people think of you. All that matters
is what you think of yourself. Just think that you are a great person and you can
always be a great person.
Dear Selma,
I need help. I have boy trouble. There’s this boy that I liked in third grade.
He rejected me. I got that. But now, we’ve been close. And now I’m thinking of him
more than a friend. He’s giving me - I think - signs that mean he likes me. One time,
when we were holding hands! It was so cute! But as soon as a guy said we were
dating, we unlinked hands. I want us to be together, but there are 2 problems.
I’m not allowed to date I don’t know what to say! Do I say something, or wait for
him? I’m stumped.
Sincerely,
No Boyfriend
Dear No Boyfriend,
Before I give you any advice you should make sure it’s ok for you to date. If you
can’t, I recommend that you leave the situation. If you get permission, then you
should try this! Try getting closer with him. If he is allowing you to get closer, that
is a sign he might like you. Test it out for about 2 weeks and see what happens
then ask him. Next, find a good moment when you guys are looking in each others’ eyes, holding hands, or you are having fun or laughing. Ask him if he feels like
you guys can be something more or not, but make sure you tell him that if not
please don’t let this ruin our friendship. If you are really scared of this ruining your
friendship, then just be close with him until he feels comfortable asking you out. I
hope that you guys do get together. You sound like a wonderful person and any
guy would be lucky to have you.
Dear Selma,
My best friend recently moved away. It’s very hard to deal with, but I was hoping
you would have some ideas for me to try to get over it without forgetting my best
friend.
Thx, MovedBestFriend
Dear MovedBestFriend,
I’m sorry your friend has moved away. But, to get over it you should talk on the
phone like everyday so you won’t forget her and still be friends. You should also
see those friends you aren’t really close with and try getting closer with them. I
know you won’t find someone like your friend, but I’m sure you’ll find someone
who will become great friends with you. I hope you and your friend stay close and
that you find knew friends.
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Roy W Brown Art Club
What is the Art Club?
by Kenneth Gregorio
Art club is a place where you can be artistic and creative that interests students to make creative and artistic things from their
minds into beautiful pieces of art. The art club is run by Mrs.
Lemanquais, our art teacher, in room 129. The art club meet
every Tuesday for an hour in the art room. “This year due to
the high number of participants it was divided into two groups
and each group meets once every other week,” stated Mrs.Lemanquis, the art teacher at RWB. Art club also inspires students
to make artistic things that can be very beautiful.

Who can join? What do you do?

The art club is a club anyone can join. The art club is a fun and lovely way to make and create artistic pieces of art. The art club
is also a way to make friends and meet new people. Also, you can learn many things you didn’t know how to make and learn
new things you didn’t know about art. The art club also inspires students to take their creativity to heart to make beautiful and
exotic pieces of art. “Students can choose what they would like to do in art club. Some choose to use the time to sketch in their
sketchbooks and converse with friends. Others like to borrow my materials and tools (like brushes and paint) and create their
own work. Some choose to follow and create the ‘guided’ project, which I assign and work with the group from start to finish,”
stated Mrs. Lemanquis.

What pieces of art do the art club make?

The art club creates amazing pieces of art. “It varies year to year, but usually includes working with paint at some point ( ceiling
tiles) and something three dimensional like plastercraft,” stated Mrs.Lemanquis. The art club make different kinds of art every
year, which Mrs.Lemanquais assigns, but some students choose to do free draw which allows students to draw in their sketchbooks. The art club also makes three dimensional, two dimensional, paintings, and drawings.

The Drama Club

by Irjah Abid
The drama club is a club where students can act out and perform in a play at the
end of the school year. In the club, students get to act as a fictional character.
But instead of choosing a role, they are assigned one. One of the most important things you do if you are a member of the club is practice for the
play. The club meets every Monday in the auditorium from 3-4 p.m.
Even though the drama club may seem it is meant just for fun, but it isn’t.
Mrs.Hegel, the drama club teacher, said that while having fun, students also
learn how to express their emotions and have confidence in themselves. The play
that was performed last year was “Beauty and the Beast.” This year actors and actresses performed “The Wizard of Oz.”
Do you think the drama club is a great club to have after school? Mrs.Hegel replied, “Yes, it is a good way to meet new friends and
show a different side of you than just academics in class.” Also the drama club is a very fun and exciting experience. Yesenia Codina,
a 6th grader at Roy W. Brown, is in the drama club. “It is a very fun and exciting experience because most people with you know a
lot about broadway and things related to that,” Yesenia said. On a scale from 1-5, she rated the drama club a 4 because the members
can’t choose what role they want, they are assigned one.
It looks like the drama club needs some changes. One thing Mrs.Hegel and Yesenia have in common is that they would both like
to change something in the drama club. A change Mrs.Hegel would like to have is the amount of time the club has to practice. She
wishes that the actors and actresses had more time to practice. The change Yesenia would like to have is if you could vote for what
play the club will do. Since the club doesn’t get to vote for what play they will perform, Yesenia would like to be able to vote for the
play.
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Roy W. Brown Sports
By Rihanna Hernandez
Roy W. Brown has significant sports for students who are in 6th, 7th, and 8th graders to play like basketball, softball, volleyball,
and wrestling. Students need to have the right amount of exercise and all these sports help with body structure and produce
significant exercise so students can learn how to take care of their body. It also shows them what it feels like to be on a team and
work hard to achieve their goals. There will also be valuable information from an 8th grade student from Roy W. Brown named
Deanna Miano about P.A.L. and Little League sports.
Roy W. Brown and the Police Athletic League give students and other children in the district of Bergenfield a chance to join any
sport they want. Kids and teenagers have a chance to join a team from P.A.L. or Little League. Deanna Miano says “ People that
play in Little League sports become competitive and people that play P.A.L. play games that aren’t so competitive.” Also, Deanna
Miano points out that, “ People that play Little League travel to different towns while P.A.L. people play in the Bergenfield district.
Also, people that play Little League play in age order while people that play P.A.L. have a variety of grades like 6th, 7th, and 8th
graders on their team. In conclusion, students in Roy W. Brown can play a variety of sports like softball, soccer, basketball, and
volleyball. Deanna Miano and other experienced sports players can give you valuable information about P.A.L. or Little League.

Hispanic Role Models
By Arianna Rodriguez
Hispanics and Latinos have come a long way. Now there are many Hispanic and Latino role models in this world that have continue to inpire people, which shows that they work hard to reach their goals. Even if they come from a different culture they can
still be a role model to someone even if they are not famous.
For a long time Hispanics and Latinos have been role models to people all around the world. They have had growth in the arts
industry. Now, there are many Hispanic artists that people look up to. For example, a very popular musician, Demi Lovato. Many
people know her just for her music career, but she has also done some charity work. Some of her charities are “A Day Made Better” and “Love Our Children USA.” She is a role model to many people because she speaks out against bullying and other issues.
Another example Lin Manuel Miranda. He has become a very popular role model in the musical theatre industry but he has also
done a lot for charity as well. He raised $2 million dollars and the money went to the “Hispanic Federation” charity. Also, he had
raised $ 2.5 million for hurricane recovery funds. These are two inspirational role models, but there are many more.
Similar to other cultures, parents are one of the greatest role models in the hispanic and latino community. They are very supportive and want the best for their children. To get another opinion, I interviewed Yesenia Codina, a sixth grader at RWB. I asked
if she had any hispanic role models. Yesenia responded with,
“My parents are my role models because they are
strong and they will do a lot for me to have a good life and
childhood.” For many Hispanic and Latino children
their parents always want the best for them and Yesenia
gives a good example of that. Her parents are her
hispanic role models because they support her and want the best for her.
Hispanic and Latinos are a very fast
tino and hispanic group had reached
thing because while the group behispanic and latino role models.
ment. Hispanic and latino role
kids. The hispanic population is

growing ethnic group in America. In 2016 the laup to 58 million in the united states. This is a good
comes larger there is more opportunity for more
Having more role models will also be an improvemodels may be role models to other hispanic and latino
expected to continue to grow in the years to come.

Many people have different opinions on hispanic immigration. Some people think it is
bad, while others think it is good. I
asked Yesenia Codina what she thinks about immigration. “I think it means opportunity.
Not only for the immigrants, but for us, too, by making the world a better place and them
helping in our community,” Yesenia responded. I also
asked her how she thought hispanics are
represented in today’s society. She responded, “I
think we are represented badly since a certain politician says we bring bad things into the
country I think we bring some good things to
the country but people don’t see that.” I agree completely with Yesenia.
What is so bad about immigration? Sure, some can be bad people but aren’t there bad people everywhere; not only immigrants?
Besides, not all immigrants are bad people. They just come to America to have a good life. Don’t we all want good lives?
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IS IT JUST ME?
The return of Roy’s funnies

Is it just me, but when you go to a friends house you eat whatever his/her mom makes, but at home you
don’t eat your own food.
Is it just me, or do you hate it when your mom smashes your xbox.
Is it just me, or do you hate it when you forget your locker combination, but you have the class and need
your binder but it’s in your locker.
Is it just me, or when you look at a clock you are too lazy to figure out the time so you pull out your phone
and check the time.
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1. Mrs. Harmeyer
2. Ms. Schultz
3. Mrs. Hegel
4. Mrs. DaCosta
5. Mrs. Mehnert
6. Mrs. Cooper
7. Dr. Sassi
8. Principal Biggins
9. Ms. Puthuvamkunnath
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